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Demonstrators protest
massacre in Israel
Dennis Pohlman
The blood of almost l ,500
Palestinian refugees and Lebanese
civilians massacred by right-wing
Lebanese €hristian Phalangists last
week is on the hands of the Begin
government in Israel and the Reagan
government in Washington, according to protesters in front of Albuquerque's Federal Courthoustl
Tuesday.

Joe Cavarett1

PROTESTERS•g•ln., thelsr•illl Ot:CUJMtlon ofLeiYnon m•ke their views known to the press
yesterd•y In front of the Feder•/ Building downtown.

UNM provides haodicapped
with programs and facilities
Susan Schmitt
Editor's note:This is the second
part of a three-part series on handicapped students at UNM. The third
part of the series will run Friday. .

The handicapped population on
campus appears to be increasing,

although there is no way to tell. As
with any other minority, the disabled are not required to declare
their status.
One indication of growth is that
handicapped participation in intramural sports is increasing. There
are probably two reasons for the

Commission assesses
future needs of students
Dennis Pohlman

..

Editor's note:This is the second
of a three-part series on a higher
education plan for the 1980s. The
third part in the series will run
Friday.
A thorough assessment of the
needs of students and how they can
be incorporated into the future plans
for higher education is essential,
according to recommendations
made by the New Mexico Commission on Postsecondary Education in
a recently issued report.
The commission said a common
set of goals for higher education in
New Mexico must be agreed upon if
state agencies charged with overseeing postsecondary schools are to
work together to resolve critical
issues in the state's future. The commission recommended close cooperation between the Board of Educational Finance, the Department of
Finance and Administration, the
state Board of Education and other
education-related agencies, especially in funding proceedures, to
prevent duplication of effort and
placement of tax dollars wher:e they
are most needed.
The commission said New Mexico needs both highly technical and·

professional education programs
and an emphasis on the basics in
some areas to upgrade the quality of
education received by certain target
groups, like the Navajo nation.
Only by providing a wealth of
program opportunities both in specifics and general education can the
state fulfill its skilled manpower
needs for the future, the committee
said.
The committee also stated that the
state must do everything possible to
remove socio-economic and geographical barriers to education possibilities, but must accomplish this·
without disturbing the rich cultural
background which gives New Mexico its unique character.
To accomplish this, the committee advised a continued commitment
to dispersed, regional institutions
which could adapt easiest to the
needs of the people of specific areas.
New Mexico can be a state populated by creative, sensitive and technologically aware citizens who will
realize the need for continuing training throughout their lives to meet
new challenges, and a strong com•
mitment by the taxpayers can
accomplish this, the committee concluded.
Friday: the cost of the commission's plan.

About 50 demonstrators waved
signs and chanted slogans like
"Reagan, Begin, you can't hidewe charge you with genocide" during the peaceful protest, while curious passers-by and bored federal
officers looked on.
The protest drew a wide variety of
people concerned over the most re. cent developments in the Middle
East, many of them UNM students.
"I feel partly responsible and
almost helpless to change things in
Lebanon. The killing has to stop,
and we hope to send a message to
President Reagan that the people of
this country do not want our
weapons and money to be used for
attacks on innocent people," said
one UNM undergraduate.
Several demonstrators said it was
a national disgrace that the U.S.
ally, Israel, would stand by and

allow the wholesale slaughter of unarmed men, women and children
with weapons manufactured in the
U.S. and turned over to right-wjng
extremists by the Israelis.
"Our stand is not against the people
of Israel, who by and large arc as
concerned as we are that there be a
lasting peace in the region. We are
protesting the nationalist and expansionist policies of the Begin govern·
mcnt which resulted in this terrible
slaughter," one demonstrator said.
· Louis Head, acting as spokesman
for the Committee in Support of the
Palestinians and Lebanese, read a
statement from the committee that
outlined the purpose of the protest.
He stated four conditions that arc
essential to peace. These were: a
withdraw! of Israeli forces from
Lebanon, an end to U.S. military aid
to Israel and the Middle East, the
protection of the right for Palestinian
people to determine their own fate
and the protection of the rights of aU
people in the area to live in peace and
freedom free from foreign domination.
The demonstration lasted approximately two hours and ended without incident, save for the action of a
man in blue work clothes who
elbowed his way down the sidewalk
through the files of demonstrators.

growth of intramurals, said Tim
Gutierrez, assistant coordinator for
intramurals/recreation.
"More people know about us
now, mostly by word of mouth," he
said.
Another reason to believe the
population of disabled students on
campus is rising concerns
academics.
..1 think for the most part the disabled are turning more and more toward administrative employment,
which requires a higher education,"
said Gutierrez.
lntramurals has had special programs for handicapped individuals
since . 1978. Participation has in-·
creased from approximately 60 to
around 200 students each month.
The program counts number of participations in any one event, not the
number of people taking part in intramurals, he: said.
..People don't like to be labeled.
It was because of criticism from the
participants that we changed the
name of the program from therapeutic to special populations in 1981.
We were not providing therapy for
them. Our intent is to provide a good
social environment for those who
want to participate in sports,"
Gutierrez explained ..
In-service training is given to lifegilards and gym attendants so the
personnel know how to. deal with
different disabilities, such as showing the blind the perimeters of the
pool and the obstacles.
"Ideally, anyone who wants to
use the gym should be abte to use it
whenever it is free." he said.
contlnutHJ on JM9• 6

Joe Cavaretta
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Wire Report
International News

Bankers trust
Mexican leader
MEXICO CITY - - A group of
Mexican bankers pledged their support Tuesday for President 1osc
Loper. Portillo in "these difficult
moment~" and said they trusted him
to pay them a just amount for their
expropriated banks.
Lopez l'orti llo announced the
nationalization of all private banks
Sept. I as part of a surprise move to
try to stern the flow of capital out of
the country.
A group of former owners from
the National Credit Bank sent an
open letter to the president that was
published in Mexico City newspapers Tuesday.
"We want to be with you in these
difficult moments for the country,"
the letter said.
The bankers said they were not
"worried" about the amount of
money they would receive for their
property, saying they were sure
Loper. Portillo would pay them a
"just" alllOUnL
It was the strongest show of support yet that Lopez Portillo, who
leaves office Dec. I, has received
from bankers.
Mexico has the world's largest
foreign debt of more than $80 billion.
In August, Western bankers gave
it a 90-day moratorium on paying
interest on the debt in order to give
the government time to work out a
loan from the International Monetary Fund.

by United Press International

Hostages still
held in Hor;tduras
SAN PEDRO SULA, Honduras ~ Honduran combat troops
surrounded a downtown building
Tucsduy where leftist guerrillas
were holding 82 hostages in a fiveday standoff.
Honduran so!idcrs, their faces
camouflaged with olive green paste,
took up positions around the Chamber of Commerce building before
dawn, relic\ ing some of the antiterrorist police who encircled the
building after the takeover on
Friday.
There were no signs the troops
were planning to storm the building
to rescue the hostages, including
two government ministers, the central bank president and 79 businessmen said to control between 40 and
50 percent of the nation's total
wealth.
Officials said President Roberto
s·uazo Cordova had promised the rebel gunmen safe passage out of Honduras if they freed their prisoners.
There was no word whether the rebels replied to the government offer.
The guerrillas, who call themselves "Cinchoneros" after a 19th
century Honduran peasant leader,
have demanded the release of70 imprisoned leftists, including Salvadoran rebels, and the ouster of U.S.
and other foreign military advisers
from Honduras.

National News

Fruit flys
finally gone
LOS. GATOS, Calif.- The pop
of a plastic cork pried from a bottle

of California champagne sounded
the end Tuesday to the protracted
$I 00 mill ion war against the
Mediterranean fruit fly.
"This is a happy day in California,'' said state Agriculture Director
Rich Rominger as officials gathered
at the soonto-be-abandoned medfly
headquarters where the two-year
war was d irectcd.
"It's likely we'll have the medfly
again,'' Rominger said in a sobering
moment during the celebration.
"But we think we've learned how to
cope with that eventuality."
The celebration was somewhat
anti-climactic since the eradication
announcement had been expected
for more than a month, but Rominger was unabashed.
"We're here to celebrate," he
said.
C. W. McMillan, assistant secretary of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, presented Rominger and
eradication project manager Jerry
Scribner with plagues from Agriculture Secretary John Block.
Rominger and Scribner, in tum,
presented McMillan with a basket of
unquarantined California fruit and
popped the chumpagne cork.
"We've learned an awful lot,"
from the sometime politically volatile war, McMillan said. "Early detection is the key."
California Governor Jerry Brown
was questioned about the medfly at
the end of a news conference on
another matter in Los· Angeles. He
laughed and said, "I'm glad."

When one reporter said that was
the shortest answer she can ever remember, he quipped, "A little wisdom comes with age,"
No Mediterranean fruit flies have
been found since November in the
San Francisco Bay Area where the
pest appeared June 5, 1980,
touching off a campaign against the

bug and a political brouhaha involving Brown, President Reagan and a
flock of lesser office holders.

State and Local News

Filibuster goes on

Accident claims
fourth victim

WASHINGTON - The Senate
defeated a second attempt Tuesday
to break a filibuster blocking action
on school prayer legislation, and
liberals claimed to have "broken the
radical right" on every item of its
social agenda.
With every member of the Senate
present, the vote was 53-47 -seven
short of the required 60.
The Senate is scheduled to vote a
third time against the liberal filibuster Wednesday, but even conservative Sen. Jeremiah Denton, R-Ata.,
questioned whether it would be successful.
"The Senate has prevailed
again," shouted Sen. Daniel
Moynihan, D-N.Y., when the roll
call was announced. ''The Constitution is secure yet!"
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N .C., leading New Right spokesman and sponsor of the legislation to bar the Supreme Court from interfering with
voluntary prayer in public schools,
was not available for comment.
John Shattuck, Washington director of the American Civil Liberties
Union, said he believes the inability
of the social conservatives to
achieve a vote on the measure "is
the last gasp of the New Right" in
the Senate.
Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr., DMass., indicated the prayer measure
probably would be approved if it
reached the House before Congress
adjourns, but noted there has not
been much agitation for House action.
"Not a member of the House has
ever mentioned it to me," O'Neill
said.

A fourth Texas Tech University
student has died of injuries suffered
in a two-vehicle collision in eastern
New Mexico, and state police Tuesday also reported the death of an
elderly Arizona man in a western
New Mexico accident.
The victims were identified as
Lisa Perich, 18, Clovis, who died at
High Plains Hospital in Clovis of
injuries sustained earlier this month,
and Harlan Edgar, 77, Mesa, Ariz.
Ms. Perich was driving a car carrying seven students who were returning to Lubbock, Texas, from a
Sept. 11 football game between
Texas Tech and New Mexico in
Albuquerque.
State police said the students' car
crossed the center line of U.S. 60-84
west of Clovis and collided with an
oncoming pickup truck, which
swerved in an unsuccessful attempt
to avoid the crash.
Three passengers in the car ~
Walter Black of Houston, ChristopherHeller of San Antonio, Texas,
and Patricia Marchbanks of Cresson, Texas, all 18- were killed in
the crash.
Three others, inlcuding Ms.
Perich, were hospitalized in critical
condition. Officials said the two
others who had been critical were
transferred to hospitals in Texas.
The seventh occupant of the car and
the driver of the pickup truck suffered minor injuries.
Police said Edgar was a passenger
in a car that was traveling west on
Interstate 40 near Gallup Monday
when it skidded off the rain-slicked
highway and rolled down a dirt
embankment.

I:
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Radiology controversy continues despite
efforts of Nobel prize-winning scientist
Gayle M. Krueger
It is both a blessing and a curse to
Nobel prize-winning scientist that
they may be called upon to pit their
genius against scientific controversies about which they know
little or nothing.
.
Francis H.C. Crick, an expert on
current research in perception, and a
Nobel prize winner in the field of
medicine, was asked to speak to a
group ofradiologist at UNM Hospital during his visit to UNM last week,

and to shed some light on a radiological dispute between that department and the Department of Radiology at Harvard Medical School.
The controversy came about after
a well-respected radiology journal
published two research papers
which came to opposite conclusions
about the process of detecting abnormalities in x-rays
"W~ are interested in finding out
more about how physicians perceive
x-rays and how it can be done better," Dr. Charles Kelsey of UNM's

Anaya and Irick will
debate
-at Universitv
A forum will be held at noon to- dates, followed by a pre-selected
day with gubernatorial candidates question that both the candidates
Toney Anaya and John Irick.
will answer, and finally, there will
The
forum
will
take be a brief question and answer
place in the Rodey Theatre at the period for the audience to ask quosFine Arts Center, and is expected to tions, according to Mark Duran,
last about an hour.
ASUNM Lobby Committee
The forum will consist of an opening statement by each of the candi- · Chairman.

radiology departments said. Kelsey
planned to show Crick •'some pictures'' and to have a round-table discussion.
On Friday afternoon, Crick met
with about 40 eager radiologists,
and was shown several series of images - radionucleid test scans,
ultrasound images, C.T. scansand each was described in complete
radiological detail.
At one point, the white-haired
Crick pointed thoughtfully to a
peculiar blotch on a liver scan.
"What is this?" the Nobel-winner
asked.
"That is a lead marker," he was
told by the rather amused
radiologist.
Crick admitted that his knowledge of radiology left much to be
desired, although he did have a funny story about his brother who was a
radiologists in England during
World War I.
While Crick never did address the
controversial issue which is the subject of debate between UNM and

Harvard, he suggested some ways of
examining and refining the perceptual processes involved in radioloy.
''Look at the image once rightside-up," Crick said, "t~nd then
again upside down."
Crick offered some other perceptual "tricks'', like not focusing on
the solid areas of an image, but at the
edges where two forms meet; or
translating an image into movement
as is done with celestial maps.
Perhaps the most creative of
Crick's suggestions was to implement a test for prospective radiologists that would evaluate their perceptual abilities. He said their might be
a correlation between a talent for
perceiving and a talent for
radiology.
While Crick's own talent in his
area of expertise is testified to by his
reputation among the nation's scientific community, his visit to the
radiology department at UNM failed
to produce any instant, Nobel prizewinning solutions to radiological
puzzles.

Blood drive today
The Amcrlcan Society of
Mechanical Engineers is holding
a blood drive today on U1c tirst
floo11 of the Mechanical Engineering building.
Willing donors ca11 give blood
between 9 a.m. ami 3 p.m. The
whole prOl:ess takes about 30 minutes; The blood goes to United
Blood Services. Donors must be
over 17 years old and weigh 111
least I 10 pounds. For more information call Mark Hass 011 2776278.

Correction
In a Tuesday article .it was in·
accurately stated that Lebanese
President-elect Gcmaycl had been
assassinated by Phala11gists.
Gcmaycl was the leader of the rightwing Christia11 Phalange and his
death was the excuse used by Phalangists to explain their attack on the
Chatilu and S<1bra refugee camps.
The Daily Lobo regrets the error
and any inconveniences it may have
caused.

'

ASUNM Lobby Committee
invites

THESTUDENTBODYOFUNM
to a

GUBERNATORIAL
CANDIDATES FORUM
with

TONEY ANAYA
and

JOHN IRICK
TODAY
"Make an educated choice."

September 22nd 1982
12 noon till one o'clock
BODEY THEATER in
the FINE ARTS CENTER

FRIDAY!
Coronado 4
...................,.,_.....,..,..,...,..,.STARTS
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Editorial

Disabled

''To be or not to be'' may not be the question

ties, including swimming, basketbal. volleyball and track.
On the academic side of programs
for students, the library is probably
the most heavily used. Although it is
unusual for a library to have sections
inaccessible by elevator, UNM's
Zimmerman Library does not have a

Neither the conservative
swing Ronald Reagan has
brought to this country nor
eleventh-hour lobbying by the
President himself could overcome the pro-choice sentiment
in Congress last week.
On a 47-46 vote, the Senate
defeated Sen. Jesse Helms'
attempt to pass legislation declaring the Supreme Court erred
in 1973 when it legalized abortion on demand.
January22, 1983,will mark the
1Oth anniversary of the Supreme
Court's Roe vs. Wade decision
allowing abortion. Anti-abortion
crusaders are already gearing up
for massive protests.
Concern over abortion may
reach a worldwide milestone this
fall when Charles Haughey, the
newly elected prime minister of
the Republic of Ireland, intra·
duces an amendment to Ire·
land's constitution that would
forbid abortion.
The only real milestone,
however, which will occur is if
the Irish people strike down the
refere~dum Ha.ughey's govern·
ment 1s propos1ng.

Induced aboflion has been
practiced as a widespread form
of birth control sinceancientcivilization and was not an offense in
secular law until1869 when Pope
Pius IX forbade abortion in all
stages of fetal development
under penalty of excommunication.
The problem with Pius' decisian was that it radically contradieted Catholic theology as
shaped by St. Augustine and St.
Thomas Aquinas. These two
theologians agreed a soul does
not exist at conception but comes into being at a later point in
fetal development or at birth.
Therefore, abortion was not
murder as long as the soul did
not exist.
Until scientists and theologlans can come to definitive
agreement as to when "Life" be·
gins,Congresscandolittlemore
than set an arbitrary point during
fetal development when a physiological mass gains a soul.
In the midst of this ambiguous
dilemma, Congress should realize that an attempt to abridge
womens' personal rights by

legislating morality (read: antiabortion laws) that so profoundly affects their lives and futures
will force a return of the factors
which were the impetus for liberalizing abortion regulations in
the late 1960s: 1) infanticide and
the high maternal death rate
associated with illegal abortions,
and 2) a rapidly increasing world
population.

complete elevator network, said
Assistant Dean for Reader Services
Alice Clark.
"Jt is a nuisance for the employees a&,,well as for the handicapped, because we have to move all
those heavy books around, and there
is no elevator to the special collections room of the west wing," she
said.

Restrictive ·abortion laws are
another tool of a male·
dominat13d society, teemed with
religious incertitUd13, attempting
to subjugate women by limiting
their rights and options,

The cost of an elevator installation in an existing structure is a minimum of $50,000. Clark said she expects it will ta.\(e legislative appropriation of funds to gather that
amount.

Instead of loopholing First
Amendment rights under the
guise of "protecting the un·
born," anti-abortionists should
concentrate on preserving the
rights of and upgrading the conditions ofthe living. Abortion can
best be eliminated by education,
distribution of birth control tools,
and creation of a society into
which it would be a privilege and
pleasure to bring another life. MB

Until such time as funds are made
available to render it entirely accessible to the mobility impaired,
the library offers a service whereby
needed books will be brought to the
Anderson room for use.
"We offer that service for books
from all the floors, because people
in wheelchairs can't reach the upper
shelves, either," Clark said.

Domenici can improve voting record
Next month may prove that
the US Senate can destroy 20
years of work on the part of the
American people and previous
administrations, October could
mark the commencement of a
program to open up wilderness
to oil and gas drilling.
Under a 1964 bill, interior secretaries have the authority to
issue mineral leases in wildernesses at their discretion (think

what "discretion" means in the
hands of a James Watt}. but
none have done so. Congress
even passed a moratorium to
last through 1982 prohibiting
Watt from issuing such leases.
That prohibition has run its
course and now time is running
out for America's wildernesses
as welt.
Amazing that a man as
nationally disliked as Interior

Secretary Watt could be threatening American wilderness.
Amazing that America's largest
and most popular lobbying effort
is for conservation yet this issue
requires constant vigilance.
Amazing that Republican Senators like James McClure of Idaho
and Malcolm Wallop of Wyom·
ing are trying to hold up leg isla·
tion that would keep Watt's
sticky fingers out of the wilder-

sources Committee doesn't pass
ness.
McClure is the chairman ofthe the bill onto the Senate proper, it
Senate Energy and Natural Re· dies. And then Watt can begin his
sources Committee. He's sitting blitkrieg on America's wilder·
on a bill that had 54 cosponsors ness under the 1964 act.
in Congress. This bill would proIt would seem that not only is
tect wilderness areas from the wrong guy chairing the Sen·
leases yet allow the presidentthe ate Energy and Natural Reopportunity to recommend oil sources Committee, but that he
and gas drilling in wilderness in may be about to jeopardize
cases of urgent national need. If America's long-term resources
the Energy and Natural Re· through short-sighted politicing.
McClure is not alone on this committee. New Mexico Senator
Pete Domenici is also on it, as is
Wallop.
Senator Domenici, represent·
ing a state with six wilderness
Will Rogers said, "Most all
areas threatened by Senate inacnew senators are earnest and
tion,
has a chance to improve an
mean well. Then the air of
average voting record on conWashington gets into their
servation issues if he can see that
bones and they are just as bad
the
bill reaches the floor. There, a
as the rest."
Republican Senate can weigh
the wisdom of tearing apart wildernesses recognized as an
University students with
asset since this country's incep·
political aspirations can get a
tion, or throwing Watt a very big
whiff of Capitol Hill long be·
bone.-MAM
fore they get there.

--Letters---------__,
Berthold
questioned
Editor:
I just roared with delight at
the Gerard Lawless "response" to Richard Berthold.
Now 'fess up Professor 8.1
You really wrote that yourself,
didn't you? Such turns of
phrase as "impressed upon
me .•. a monlogue" and "he
scores ... a completely inverse relationship" were too
clever to have come from any
pen but yours! To reply to
your own column under a
pseudonym, though, is really
a poor trick to get us to think
that people are actually reading your column. It is also
naughty- you are obviously
trying to get us to believe that
there actually exist such people as those you describe in
your colUmn. Shame on you
and the Lobo for this deception! (It was well done,
though.)
Debra S. Sackett

Support urged
Editor:
The Chicano student movement emerged during the civil
rights movement in the '60s.
There was, and remains, a
need for support programs in
the Mestizo student community. The leaders of the Chicano
student movement saw a
need to create some type of
support program for incoming freshmen that felt a need
within themselves to continue
their education and to not be
steered into lower-paying
jobs. From the Chicano movement our Mestizo race received a shot of encouragement, inspiring them to also
become medical doctors, who
could save lives, and lawyers
to protect our right to speak
our mother tongue. During
the '60s movement, we as
Chicanos discovered that we
do not have to tolerate the
cultural genocide that so
many of our peers had to
accept or else be exiled from
their ancestoral land, as they

DOONESBURY

had been in the '40s. It is time
for the Chicano Student Services to begin to play the role
that it was created fori It is
time we create support programs for-young freshmen that
come to Ia Universidad de
Nuevo M"xico with aspira·
tions of bettering their lives. It
is time that we provide tutorial programs to help Chicano
youth bridge the gap in their
education that was created in
the public school system. It is
time that we create recruitment programs to inspire ali
potential Mestizo students to
attend our fine institution of
higher education. It is now
that we need to unite as a people for our children of
tomorrow.
Un grito del Movimiento
Estudiatil Chicanos de Azt/m!
Fred Reade

Politicians
trained here
Editor:

lJNM's student government offers fledgling politicians an education in budget
deficits, spending cuts, incompetence, opportunism,
favortism, censure, campaign
corruption and election rig·
gin g.
The aim of the program, endorsed by the UNM Regents,
is to train New Mexico's
potential politicos so they enter the political atmosphere
with no more than their good
intentions.
Robert Wood
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Four years ago the Greater UNM
Fund provided money for a TIY terminal so the hearing impaired could
make phone calls. Jt is located at the
circulations desk.

I~
Announ~ments

In Lip Srrvlct! will be run th~ doy
befort the tvtnt and lht day o/lh~ n'ml Off o spa~
available basis, Lip Ser~l~ is DWZI/ablt to all UNM
non-profit organh;atlons. Forms for L(p &rvl~ can

be plcktd up In Marron Hall~ room IJB alid must ~
turnMin by2 p.m. thedayprlortopubllcatlon.

Appliatloa• for Horaeco.... XJaa ••• Q~~tta will

be available this week in the Alumni Office, second
floor of' the SuB. This year's Homecomlna theme Is
Prlde Fest" More infonnatlon wJU be available

later.

381400

No. 23

The New Mexico Daily LObo is- published
Monday through Frfday every regular week
of the UniversitY year, weekly during closed
and finals weeks and weekly during the sum·
mer session; by the Board of Student Pub-

The VNM Hosplllll Boord of T,..t,.. will hold

their regular monthly meetins at 3 p.m. today in the
administrative conference room. Tlt(cc new· members
of the board WJU beain their terms at ihc mcctina.
They are Kaiser Michael. Marion Fleck and Dr.

on William Blake, the English poe(
and artist who is probably the best
known Romantic. An international

TIM! Ulllied Ca•ptl• Mhlimtel wOi present
Re1iaious Awareness Day" today felturinaa Variety

of events. uHolistic Health Careu will be from 9:30
a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in the Student Health Center.
11
Survhins the Loss of a Love" wut be from 12 noon
to I p.m. in the SOB Ballroom. 41Quality Health
Care: Holistic Approaches" will be from 7:30p.m. to
9 p.m. in the SUB BaUroom.
The ludy PIWU Rotltctlol Colllllltlttt Voill haV. an
organizational meetin1 open to aU univeraity people
interested in the Judy Pratt reelection campliiJII at
7:30p.m. today at Judy"s howe, 3800SDver SB. The
purpose of the meetina is 'to c:oordinate the campaJan
on campus and to ptovfde an opportunity to discuss

Psi Chi Will have a mindatory meetfns. at 12 noon
today In the Pysc:hOioJY library.

Sodety of Worota EB&I...,. will hold their
first meetins from 3:30 to 4:15 today afternoon in
The

Farris Engineerins Center~ room 145'.

journal about Blake and his work is
published at UNM under Eaves' editorship.

Services set for ex-UNM professor
Services are scheduled for I 0
a.m. Friday at the Palm Chapel of
Strong-Thorne Mortuary, 1100 Coal
Ave. S.E. for fanner UNM associate professor of journalism, Millard
Hunsley, 77, who died of natural
causes Tuesday at his home, 3619
La Hacienda Drive N.E.
Hunsley moved from Kansas to
New Mexico in 1942. He worked for
many years at The Albuquerque
Joumal before retirement. Upon retirement he taught journalism here
until 1976. He then worked part."
time as a copy-editor for the
Journal.
He was preceded in death in 1976
by his wife Carolyn.
Survivors include two sons,
George Hunsley and Laws Hunsley,
both of Albuquerque, and four
grandchildren.

"Millard Hunsley delighted in
excellence, and conveyed his own
enthusiasm for a tight! y edited and
well-wriuen story to his colleagues
and students," said Bob Lawrence,
chairman of the UNM Department
of Journalism. "He was a dear
friend and a colleague, nnd we shall
miss· him more than I can say.''

The Dockpond Lllonrr Sodtly (EI Perro Loco)
will have a meetlns alB toni&ht at ISOJ Mcs Vista Rd.
NE, the Fraternity of Phi ORnima Delta. AJJ those
interested tn helpinJ -with the mt,azine or In pari'
tlcipatlng in some creadve dtscwslon are welcome,

Orb Mo•e•e•t ArtJ will sponsor an African dance
by Chuck Davis at6 p.m. today,

Tomorrow's Events

The- UNM Sludeat S1pport Stmcel will feature a
brown bq series titled ••womenAnaer and Mental
Health'' at 12 noon J p.m. today in the Wamen 1s
Center. AJso, "Everywoman's Series--Sexual
Harassment'' will be from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Women's Center and ' 1Test-Taktna'' will be from 6
p.m. to7p.·m.ln tbeUnlversitySklli!Center.

present 11 Victini ot Victor,~• a film from the Rape
Crisis Center at the Home Ec club meetlna at 6:30
-p.m. tomorrow tn the Simpson Room of the Home
Economics Buildina. More information is a\laUable
from the secretary of the Home Economics Department secretary.

'1

local and national issues.
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Five scholars and critics who are
scheduled to speak in a UNM English Department course on Romanticism will also deli.ver public
addresses.
The series will begin. Oct. 13,
when W.J.T. Mitchell of the University of Chicago will give his lecture "William Blake's Wondrous
Art of Writing" at 7 p.m. in Room
149 of Woodward Hall.
Mitchell teaches English, as well
as art and design. He is edito.r of an
important journal of critical theory
and is working, under a Guggenheim fellowship, on a book about iconography.
Other speakers in the Romanticism series will be Stanley Cavell of
Harvard, who will speak Nov. 17 on
"In Quest of the Ordinary;" Northrop Frye of!he University of Toronto; J. Hillis Miller of Yale, speaking
March 9; and M.H. Abrams of Cornell, spe!lking March 30.
The five men will be guest speakers in "The Romantic Self," a new,
two-semester course developed by
professors Morr.i s Eaves and
Michael Fischer. It covers the literature, art and criticism of the 19th
century Romantic movement, with
its emphasis on individuality and
personal freedom,
The first speaker in the series,
Mitchell is a 40-year-old graduate of
Michigan State and John HQpkins.
He has been on the University of
Chicago faculty since 1977.''
Some of Mitchell's work has been

OUR HEFTY
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER

Robert Messer.

Today's Events
11

The library also has three rooms
especially for the visually handicapped, One room is primarily used for
a handicapped student to bring a
reader and have books read to him.
Another room is equipped with an
electric typewriter, a bra.illewriter
and a braille version of Webster's
dictionary.
A third room contains a recorded
set of the World Book Encyclopedia
with a braille and large print index to
the cassettes. The cassette player has
compressed speach features, because ·~people who depend on hear-·
ing rather than vision are able to play
at a faster rate and still understand,''
said Stephen Rollins, head of the
circulation department.
The room also has a closed-circuit
television which will take prints and
enlarge them. Typewritten print
appears approximately three inches
high.
The most advanced equipment is
the Kurzweil reader acquired by the
library in the summer of 198 L Tbis
apparat!ls will electronically scan
printed matter and then read it aloud
in a synthetic voice, The voice may
at first seem garbled, but after six to
eight hours of training, it is not difficult to understand, Rollins said.
The library will be the recipient of
a second Kurzweil reader this
semester. The reader is produced by
a branch of Xerox, and Rollins ap-.
plied when he found that Xerox
planned to make gifts of 100 of them
to libraries in need. The second
reader will be connected to UNM
computers, and the material on the
terminal will be read out loud by the
machine.

Scholars discuss romanticism;
Blake subject of first lecture

lip~~dee

H••••

Tile Clmpa• Committee for
Rlallts Ia
Lalla America· will show "Dollars and Dictators," a
slide show about U.S. corporate and military ino-

Volovcment In Latin American at i2 noon and aaaln
at 8 p.m. today in the SUD, room 231CD, Free
admission.
New Mexico Pablk lattftll Research Gro1p,
NMPIRG, ••d RetJcle for Eadautmeal are planning a state wide petitio:. drive to s110w support for
the Bottle Bill. PIRG Will have a plannina session at 7
p.m. toniaht in the office, the SUB basement, room
2-'E. Recycle for 'Enchsntment ·win have their weekly
direcaors meeting at 8 p,m. in the SUB, room 231E.
AU people committed to so:lng cffedivc legislation on
beverage depOsits are invltedf
GLSU will discUss LC5bian0ay political action and

the New Mexico Gay Rll!h!s Lobby with Russell Grey,
a local attorney and the president of Common Bond,
at 7:30 tonight in the SUB, room 21lA·B.

Tile A•rl••• Ho•• -

Auodatloa will

Sol•, The Student Oriinlzation for Latin
Aniertcan Studies will have a weekly brown bq
lunchmeeting at ll:lO a.m. tomorrow at the Latin
American Jnstitli.te, 801 Yale .NE ori campus. All
students interested in i.atln American can attend.
Wiaoil Wberts Square Duct Chlb win have a
dance at 7 p.m. tomorrow niaht and every Thursday
niahtintheSUB Ballroom.
De United ca .. pus Mlabhia will praent
••Religious .Awareness Day11 apfn tomoi'row
featuring iiWhat is HoUstic Medlclne?u from 8 a.m.

toh.m. in theUNM Medical School.
TIH! UNM Stadeal Support Stn-ka will prt!cnt a
variety or events 'tomorrow. 11Menopause Support
Orou!J•' will be from 7 p.m. to9p.m. fntheWomen's.
Center. "Back EJiercise Class•• wiii be from l:l noon
to t p.m. in the Student Health Center. uTest
Taktng" will be frOm I p.m. to 1:50 p.m. in the
University Skills Center,

lications of the University of New Mexico,
Subscription rate Is 510 per academic year.
Second class poS1age pBid at Albuquerque~

New Me•lco 87131,
The opinions expressed on the_ edltorlaf
pageS of the New M~x(co ·Daily Lobo are
those of the author solely. Unsigned opinion
is that of the editor and reflects the editorial
policy· of the paper but does not necessarily
represent the Views of the members of the
Dsl/y Lobo staff.

NoW. Edllor .................... Eve Cross
layout Editor ................. Mitch Konkle
Graphic Artlll•• , ••• ,, •••. Priscilla Gonz61et
Photo EditOr ............ , ••• Joe Callarella
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Stoff Reporter • , •••••• , . , Denrds Pohlmon
Stoff Reporter ................ Kent Kullby
Stoff Reporter ............... Ramona Nye
Entertainment Reporter.-,, •.• Johanna King
Data ~ntry, , •• , • ~ , • ,.•• , , , •• , • Stacy Green

Contributing Editor .......... Rick Berthold
Contributing Editor •.•. , ••.. Carlos Romero •
Bualnna Manager •• , • , • , , • , .Michael Ford
Advertising Manager, •• , ••.• Jomes Flaher
1.8ttON Submlulon Polley
Letters to the editor muat be typed, dou•~
ble·spacad and no more then 100 words. All
mailed-in letters must be oigned by the au·
thor and Include addreso end telephone
number. No nomoo will be withhold. ThO
0.1/y Lobo. does not guarantee publication
and will edlllettors Ia/ length end llbefouo
J:tl11111nl·

Bacon, Lettuce
Tomato
also available
at additional charge!!

20% off Hair Cuts
1 0% off Perms 6 Colors
Bring ad and UNM

Edi1or ••••• , •••••.• , •••• ,. Marcy McKinley
Menaglng Editor ••••• ; •.•••••. Mirk Blazek

by Garry Trudeau
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1st Plaza Galeria--Sulte· 52
242-5111 or 243-4055

.Add o Little Style To Your Foil Semester•••
Tired of the some old boring hair cut?
Put a little style into your next one.
Our stylists are trained in both New
York and San Francisco and have years
of experience. We know how to give
you just what you want. At a very
reasonable price, too.
Offer ends 10-31-82

•

I·-----------------~·
Buy one Double
BURGER I

1Cheeseburger, get another

KING 1

1 Double Cheeseburger free. ~ 1
I Please present this coupon before ordering.
I Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be used with
I other coupons or offers. Void where prohibited by law.
I This offer expires Sept. 30, 1982

I

Offer good only at:
11916 Central SE .. .

I
I
I
I
1

I

·-----------------------~
. U.S. Pal. & TM Off. 0 !982
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Saving lives routine work
for mountain rescue team
Kent Kullby

Res

.......
'

Team members rehearse a vertical evacuation.

Photographs by
Jeff Alexander

Evacuation team begins 85-foot descent.

It might look like any Sunday hike
into the mountains, but for the 30
volunteers of the Albuquerque
Mountain Rescue Council involved
in the workshop, it is an experience
in team work, training and saving
Jives.
The workshop is sponsored by the
UNM Chapter of the AMRC. Clark
Gray leads the group twice a month
to the Sandia Mountains for training
workshops in mountain rescue tech.
niques. "We want to give the volun·
tecrs plenty of outdoor experience.
They have to be adaptable to diffe·
rent weather conditions and develop
a strong common sense to guide
them if they are ever involved in a
real rescue effort," Gray said.
UNM biology major Kenny
Brown said he's been climbing for
many years and wanted to get in·
volved with the AMRC to learn new
mountaineering skills, "It's a diffe·
rent art. We have to use a lot more
ropes, anchor them and then set up
pulley systems for carrying the litter
(a device which carries victims).
You learn a lot about safety," he
said.
On Sunday Sept. 19, 32 of the
total 50 active members of UNM/
AMRC met at 8:30 a.m. and hiked
into Embudo Canyon carrying
ropes, backpacks and litters to per·
form a rescue. When they hiked into
the canyon Gray told the group that a
boy was lost and hurt in the area.
They had to find the boy and trans·
port him out of the canyon.
On these rescue missions, the
group breaks into two strike teams of
experienced climbers and one base
camp. While searching for the vic·
tim the strike teams keep in touch
with each other through walkie·
talkie radios.
Strike team two found the victim
at the bottom of a rock crevice and
radioed for help.
Meanwhile, on top of the crevice
other volunteers are busy rigging a
Z-system of pulleys to lower the lit·
ter and haul the victim up. The Z·
system consists of two pulleys one is anchored by ropes to a rock.
The second is attached to the rope
leading to the first pulley by a prus·
sik knot. The prussik knot allows
climbers to pull in the rope, causing
the pulleys to be pulled closet
together as the litter is raised. When
the pulleys get too close together,
another rescuer ties a prussik knot
anchoring the haul rope to a rock
while the climbers adjust the pul·
lcys. "Take another bite!" is the~
command.
"We're going to have to take the
litter up the right side and then
traverse it across," yells Steve
Patchett from the crevice to the lead·
cr on top of the crevice. "Okay,
once we start hauling, this is a real
situation,'' Gray yells. With a safety
rope and a haul rope tied to the litter
the anxious victim slowly moves up

the crevice wall. Brown and Patchett
follow alongside the litter on their
own ropes,
The litter and victim reach the top
·without incident. The next problem
is to transport the litter down from an
85-foot cliff.
The climbers attach a sp.ider cable
to four places on the Jitter and two
cables attach to UNM students
David Kilgore and Mary Jane Riley
who Will walk the litter down the
face of the cliff. Two of their team·
mates will belay a haul rope and a
safety rope.
''You really learn to trust the
other climbers you work with and to
be really conscientious about what
you're doing. Other people depend
on you," Riley said.
Streaks of fear race through her
back as Riley takes the first steps
over the edge with Kilgore and their
slightly wary vktim, UNM student
Carla Callahan.
Gaining confidence with every
step, the trio slowy step down the
vertical cliff face keeping a tight
communication going with their belayers. The bel ayers arc butted
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Practice victim is located.
UNM volunteers steady victim in litter during practice rescue.

I

1

Gameworld
across from UNM

against rocks a few yards away from
the edge of the cliff. They depend on
the team leader to tell them how
much rope to give or take,
"What a gas!" exclaimed Kilgore when he reached the bottom.
"This is the first time I've done a
mountain rescue."
Lunch follows the rescue effort
and is full of stories about actual
mountain rescues of the moreexperienced climbers.
"I remember two guys who
thought they'd impress their girlfriends by rapclling off a cliff near
the La Luz trail. Well one guy fixed
both their ropes backwards into their
carabiners. They jumped off gung·
ho and both ropes popped right out
of the carabiners. One guy landed in
a tree and the other had his leg bones
go right through his feet. Lost all his
teeth too," Gray said.
The UNM Chapter of AMRC will
be holding a meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m. in room 231-E of the Student
Union. The chapter is open to any·
one with some climbing experience.
For October Gray said he is planning
a night rescue practice.

l.•ghtwe•ght, floXJble cork footbed forms to your '""
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Open Hon.-Sat 9:30-6;00
255-11673

Our personnel representatives will be on campus to dis·
cuss the top-notch careers
available with Arizona Public
Service Company.
A progressive utility that's
recognized around the country
for outstanding management
and technological innovation.
We began developing the vast
southwest coal reserves in
the early 60's. Today, we're
turning to nuclear power with
the Palo Verde Nuclear Gen·
eratingStation. For tomorrow,
we are· actively involved in
solar energy research and devel·
opment.
As the largest supplier of electricity and natural gas, in one of
the fastest growing states in the
nation, opportunities are abundant. At APS, you'll find a pro·
gressive training program that's
geared to your career interests
and directions.
The Corporate Business Train·
ing Program provides practical
on the job experience in a variety
of departments. Ws a great oppor·
tunity to sharpen your business
skills and build on the knowledge
you've gained while in school.
This program is designed for top·
notchgraduateswhowillbecome
our future corporate profes·
sionals.

Graduates with degrees in
accounting, finance, statistics,
or QBA and economics will
be assigned to our Corporate
Finance, Planning and Control
areas.
We also have needs at the
Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station for nuclear en·
gineers.
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You'll find an exciting array
of projects to work on at APS.
Projects that ofrer meaningful insight into our growing compai{y.
This is your opportunity to
discover all we have to offer.
You're invited to attend our Group
Session for an informal presenta·
tion on the career opportunities
available with APS.
The Group Session will be
on October 7 in the Mesa Vista
Hall, Room 1178. Personal in·
terviews will be on October
8. Contact the careel' placement
office for details and times. If
unable to attend, please send
resume to: Wendy Netzky, Ari·
zona Public Service Company,
P.O. Box 21666, Station 1102,
Phoenix, AZ 85036.
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4821 C:.otnl N.E.
Albuquerque, N,M, 87t08

We're looking for recent
Journalism graduates, English
majors with journalism and
communication classes and
general business majors with
good writing skills. Individuals
in these areas will be assigned
to our Customer Employee
and Corporate Relations area.

You've spent years devel·
oping the skills necessary to
excel in your chosen profession. Now it's time to make
the hard work pay off.

I

I
I
I
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AriZona Public service Company
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Criss has unique approach

Per Roll

Zuni & San Mateo 265-7075

"Oetting into character" is the
goal of every actor working on a
theatre production. For Louis Criss,
however, character exploration goes
far beyond traditional methods.
Criss, an associate professor in
the UNM Theatre Arts Department,
has developed an innovative
approach to character development
that utilizes the resources of the University.

1

EddieTaroya
Eilen Gurvens is a student at
UNM. She is working on her Master
coupon good thru 9-26-92
only at location shown _ _ _ _ _ , of Fine Arts degree. At 27 she has
established herself as a prominent
Albuquerque installationist. First
she did an experimental piece in the
UNM Art building. Her second i.nstallation one was at Photo genesis, a
downtown Albuquerque photo gal-------------------~
lery.
Jeffery Hudson is an Albuquerque
playwright. His specialty, as he puts
Bonus
I
I
it, is "wierd stuff." Jeffery wrote
"Museum Piece," which was at
1
to all Old Donors
I
UNM's Experimental Theatre last
1
Expires 9-24-82
summer. He also wrote "The Man
in the Chicken Suit" which went up
at the about that same time.
Upon the advice of fellow artists,
Bonus
and after much thinking, Garvens
I
decided to take a creative leap into
the performing arts.
to all first time Donors
A third installation will be open to
1
Expires 9-24-82
I
the public on Thursday, Sept. 23. 8
p.m. This time an extra dimension
not valid with other coupons
will be added to the piece.
Because he was ''into wierd
stuff,'' a playwright, and a friend of
Ellen's, Hudson saw somethinga new idea lurking over the horizon.
"Ellen had seen some things at
the Alley, and somebody at the
downtown center for the arts had
suggested that she try to do something more with the piece,'' Hudson
said.
"To really feel an installation
piece, you have sit in for at least half
an hour and gel transformed by
what's going on," Hudson said.
"Most people, when they see an installation piece, walk through it a
say 'Uhm humm. Uhm humm,' and
they're gone.
"It was suggested that I do someIN
thing so people would see it," added
Garvens. "When I did an installation in the art building virtually no
one saw it, except my professors, of
A r:REE LECTURE FOR PEOPLE IN COUNSELING
course.
"First I thought about adding
FIELDS. VOLUNTEER WORK AND RELATED AREAS.
dancers to it. I wondered what I
could do with dancers and what I
GIVEN BY:
could do with ritual."
JOHN HUMPHREYS. M.A.
"Ellen saw 'Museum Piece' and
'Chicken Suit' and she came up to
ROBERT KNOX. M.S.W.
me and said 'how about .. .'"
OF
Hudson said.
ANGER MANAGEMENT SERVICES
"It was like I read her mind. I
said let's do it."
"Presentpast" is the name of the
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 23 7:30PM
Garvens/Hudson collaboration. The
two creators themselves will do the
KIVA LEC'TURE HALL, UNM CAMPUS
acting. Jeffery will play the part of
an art student, and Ellen will be an
ex-professor of his, who comes back
OFFERED THROUGH AGORA:
into his life to haunt and condeTHE UNM CRISIS CENTER
scend.
Hudson's script is mostly taken
from Ellen's personal experiences.
The story begins when a student invites his old professor to come up
and see his gallery. They immediately latch on to the old student/
professor roles. All this time the student is looking for some kind of
equality.
"It sf.'.ems as though a professor
will, for long periods of time, always look down on his student for
is now accepting
some reason," Hudson said. "I

I

N.M State Fair Special

! $2.00

I

Each year Criss designs a course
that centers on the culture of the play
he will direct that season. Not only
do the students who will participate

I

Cultures emphasized 1n course

L-------------~----~

Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale SE 266-5729

COUNSELING

WHEN:
WHERE:

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest
Applications for
1962-83 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest
(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)

All applicants must be registered UNM students and should have
some background In fine art, literature or performing arts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest In all areas of
art. Hours ore flexible, but overage between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position Is non-paying and carries no academic credit,
but a great deal of practlcol experience con be gained.
Applications may be picked up in Matron Hall, P.oom 131 ond
when returned must be accompanied by o resume and o brief
sample of creative or pertinent work.

For more information,
call '277 -5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 27, 1982

Just bells? Look again!
Steve McPeek

DOWNTOWN CENTER FOR THE ARTS is where Ellen Garvens
installs the set for "Present and Past."
wanted the characters to begin to
feel the installation, and begin to be
transformed by what Ellen has
worked so long and industriously
on.''
It was through the Downtown
Center for the Arts that Ellen first
decided to dress up her installation.
"Even in a gallery very few people will go see an installation
piece,'' Garvens said. ''Then it was
suggested that I do something so
something so it's more of a performance.
Most of the contlict of the play is
drawn from Garvens' personal experience, and observing some happenings in her studio is what first
germanated the idea for the script.
"I sat in her studio for half an hour
one day and listened to a professor

tell her everything that was wrong
with her work," Hudson said. "For
me it seemed like a theatre experience. Sitting in there for half and
hour- the mood takes over.
"I've always wanted to write
script for a set that was already built,
and that was a real challenge."
Hudson and Garvcns worked long
and hard on their script. They expect
to be rewriting up until Thursday
night. They tried an array of different actors and actresses until they
finally realized that they were not
only the creators of the piece but the
best performers.
"Presentpast" is part of the 3rd
annual Experimental Performance
Festival presented by the Downtown
Center For the Arts. The play will
run both Thursday and Friday night.
Admission is $1.50.

Symphony performance
to benefit fund
The I)NM Symphony Orchestra
has scheduled a concert to benefit
the Friends of Music Scholarship
Fund.
Conductor Kurt Frederick said the
benefit concert's program was designed to challenge the orchestra
members. The UNM Symphony
Orchestra has music and nonmusic majors.
·'Each piece will challenge a section of the orchestra. This is important, because one of our main goals
is to help the orchestra members prepare for a career in music performance," Frederick said.
The program includes pieces from
romantic composers Carl Maria von

Weber and Johannes Brahms. Compositions by impressionistic composer Maurice Ravel and modernist
George Gershwin will conclude the
program.
Professor of Music George
Robert will be the soloist for the
Gershwin piece, "Concerto in F for
Piano and Orchestra.''
The benefit concert is scheduled
for October 30, 8:15p.m. at Popejoy
Hall. Ticket prices are $4 for general
admission, $3 for faculty, staff and
students. Tickets for senior citizens,
Century Club members and high
school or younger students are $2. A
discount of $1 is available on all
tickets pUrchased in advance.
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professors. ''In these five years,
only one person has said 'no' when I
To make good theatre requires have asked them to give a lecture,''
knowledge about the surrounding Criss said. "That is amazing beworld. With this in mind, Lou Criss, cause they don't get paid."
associate professor of theatre arts,
So lar, there have been enough
has organized a series of lectures
concentrating on different cultures. interested people. "Our most popular theme a couple years ago was
Criss has arranged the lectures "Myths and Rituals," he said. At
each fall for five years. The course is that time, Room 1020 in the Fine
a ·requirement for theatre arts students, but "everybody is invited.''

Taina Kuusisto

l

ANGER MANAGEMENT

This semester, participants nrc
educating themselves on such topics
as the geography of Spain, its arts
and history, and the work ofLorca in
a course titled "The Spaniards: A
Search for the Reality and the
Myth." Each class session features
different University faculty members who lecture on a topic in their
area of expertise. Participants will
also do in-class performance and

attend community productions.
The course will culminate in the
spring with the production of "The
House of Bcmarda Alba," written
by Federico Garcia Lorca. The play
uses the perspective of an all-female
cu~t to convey Loren's views of n
repressive Spanish society in the
carly 1900s.
Offered through the Theatre Arts
Department, the c.lass carries three
credit hours. The general public is
invited to attend ;my or aJI lecture~.
which meet on Tuesdays and Thurs·
days at 11 a. rn. in Ro01n I020 of the
Fine Arts Center.

•
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in the productinn ;1chieve a better
understanding of the dynamics of
the play, but also a segment of the
future audience who take the' course.

REPRESENTATIVE

Excellent ulary lor app. 5 hrt. of work
pet week and/or chance to quickly earn
part or all of Summer Europe Trip In
11183. If lnt•reated, pteau write
Immediately to: Trudl Fanate, 802 W.
Oregon, Urbana, IL 81801.

Things are not what they seem.
Take the case of the bells on the
alumni chapel, for all intents and
purposes the bells are exactly what
they appear: bells. But, on closer
inspection it turns out that the bell
we see and the bells we hear are not
the same.
The audible bells are really not
even traditional bells. To be exact,
they are carillion bells, located in the
balcony of the chapel, and are not
rung, but played on a keyboard-like
device.
The bells can be played either
manually or be programmed like a
player-piano, with a strip of mylar
plastic resembling the roll of a player piano, to play at specific times.
The bells are programed to "ring",
by means of a clock-like device, at
8, lO, 12 noon and 3 and 5 p.m. The
bells are set to ring for two and a half
minutes at each performance.
Wes Selby, who is in charge of
maintaining the bells and making the
rolls for them, described the system
as an electronic system with bars,
made of bell metal.
Selby said there are 25 individual
bells and a keyboard with 25 corresponding keys. The music is heard
outside the chapel by means of an
amplification system and speakers
on the the roof of the chapel.
"What you're hearing is not a recording but the actual sound of the
bells being struck,'· Selby said. The
bells are a contradiction in that
although they arc automatic they arc
not a recording.

Peggy Ritchie, of Chi Omega,
said the bells were given to UNM by
Chi Omega in October of 1975, on
the fitieth anniversary of the sorority. The first selection heard outside
of the chapel proper was ''The
Musical Clocks" by Haydn.
Selby, the chief carrillioneur, said
the bells feature a wide selection of
material ranging from piano pieces
by Bach, Mozart and Haydn to Beatles songs. Selby said he got the idea
for the Beatie songs after the murder
of John Lennon. "It's sort of a
memorial," He said.
Ritchie said that four or five years
ago Chi Omega asked student organizations what songs they would like
to hear on the bells. She took this list
to Selby who then made a roll of
contemporary songs.
"We try to keep it as updated as
possible," Ritchie said.
The type of music played depends
on the time of year or school activity
taking place. There is a roll containing Christmas carols and another
with the UNM .fight song and Alma
Mater. When there is not a special
event or season the tapes are randomly selected by the chapel organist, Edwina Beard.
There are approximatly 16 rolls
for the bells, each roll contains 8 to
12 songs.
Selby said it has been two years
since he made a roll for the bells and
added that there are no plans to make
more, but he feels that they definitely need more.
The bells were manufactured by
the Maas-Rowe Carrillion company, San Diego Calif.

Arts Center, where the lectures arc
given, was full most of the time.
All lectures start at 11 a.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday,
"I would like to expand the program. It is so useful to other areas in
the University as well. Maybe it
could be crosslistcd with another
discipline," Criss explained his
plans for the future.

Lettering • Cops • Tron~'%~'S"*m
• Team discounts
~

"It is essential not only to the
person working in theatre, but also
to the audience to know what is
going on in the society," Criss said.

~
Lobo • Tee Shirt Shop
L. 4

This year, the course concentrates
on Spaniards. Among the topics are
the geography of the peninsula,
Spanish architecture and literature,
and Don Juan.

2318 Central SE

266-4880

1 0% Discount With UNM ID

Most of the lecturers are UNM

~

Student Book Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE
M-F 8:30-5:30

243-1777
Sat 10-5

FREE COLOR
for select display advertisments.

CALL 277·5656 for the details.
ASUNM Film Committee presents
Today's Feature

Citizen Kane
1 :10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:00
Tomorrow•s Feature

~

TJlECATS

MEOJII

S£CaNDH~ND

CiOrHES
NEW & IISEO

far iJ.• FAIAILY
JTO":CEIIT'!W 1 S£
255•4J30

Man of Iron
1:10, 3:15, 7:00, 9:30
SUB Theatre
SUB/Lower Level/South Entrance
Under..graduates $2.00 Graduates/Non-students $2.50

HP·32E 53.95

HP-33C 74.95

1Ns-..: preoroOf'8'MI«< (.lleti... tOf 1$

_, Coftfinuoui ~
~ ........ i:lbilitt

Sc:len'!ifcwMStM!tJJC.S
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••sijy

HP-34C 87.95

HP-37E 64.95
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functions ANa bevOM
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HP-38C 87.95
Ffn.ncilf ~·rrwNI
IM With Continuout;
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l)fepttqll'lli'IWld

'lii'ICt.MS

Special Sale
Now: your Hewlett·. Paekud ooler h._< the cn11r< family

rdiab1hty, HPqu:a1ity. :md ffPae(.'t.Jr;Jc:}' And now.wuh
yuur llP dt:llc:r fully st<l<.i<td, you won't find • hettt:r
lime"' buyyuur IIP~akulator se< )'OUt HPde•lcr tnwy

of HV 5eties E/C <."afcul.aaors in stuck_ More th.oln .a miJhon

Series E/C C2Jrul2tors have been ·.sold to prof~c.ionals
:and students in business, 5Cic:nce ;and engineering.
A i'eccnl ronsumcr study ,among h2ndhcld t'2fcofawr
owners rCYtlied the roliOWing. More th•n twi<t ._,

lll211Y llP""""'rsh»" h.;d !heir ,..lt'UI>Iors 1M:)"""' ur
long<r.., ~d to <'0111Jl"liliV< br>nd<
No "'Otldet a million OWI1Cts h.lvc dcnuod<:d HP
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Sports

Sports

Ruling could cost UNM dearly

lobo

men's
shop
2120 Central SE
243-695.4

A court ruling against the Nnional
Collegiate Athletic Association's
power to negotiate football television contracts could "cost the University of New Mexico athletic department between $250,000 and
$500,000," UNM athlete director
John Bridgers said yesterday.
''Depending how many games we
get on television, this ruling, if
allowed to stand, could cost us between $250,000 and $500,000 in
our projected budget,'' Bridgers
said. "And we're not the only one.
"Maybe 15 or 20 of the bigger
schools would profit by such an action. but all the rest would suffer."
The ruling by U.S. Distrct Judge
Juun Burciaga of Albuquerque last
week was made in favor of the Uni·
versity of Georgia and the University of Oklahoma, which challenged
the NCAA's 30-ycar practice of
granting national television contracts.

TOP DOG IS COMING
Newsland C~1
Bookstore
Largest Selection Of Magazines
In The UNM Area
More Than 1,000 U.S. & FOREIGN Titles
Challenge Us: We'll Have That Title
You've Been Looking For.
And Remember, We Do Have Paperbacks
And Out Of State Newspapers
20% OFF: Dictionaries & Science Fiction
By Heinlein & Clarke
9-9, 7 days
2112 Central
242-0694

Student Veterans
Association
Located in the Basement
of the S.U.B. - Rm. 24

First Meeting Tonight 7:30pm
in the Child Care Co-op
1919 Las Lomas NE
Come hear the latest
on Pelf Grants for Vets.
Membership open to vets and non-vets.
Part-time jobs available.
Community service projects performed.

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-level management positions. Qualified individuals will
be guaranteed appointment to a paid 16-week training prog·
ram and assignment to management duties In operations,
personnel, finance, logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raises to
$31,500 in four years. Requirements for application include
BS/BA degree (any major), 19·31 years old, U.S. citizen,
willing to relocate and qualification test.
Contact:

DEPT OF THE NAVY

(505) 766-3895 collect

With the NCAA plan in .effect,
The possible loss of the television among all NCAA member schools),
money would be substantial in the college football will be in chaos," UNM would have received approx·
imately $138,000 ifthey had hosted
athletic department budget. "That Hansen added.
amount of money could totally fund
Contacted by the Lobo in his a Western Athletic Conference
between three and seven non- office at NCAA headquarters in game. To telecast the Lobos' season
revenue sports," Bridgers said. Shawnee Mission, Kan., Hansen at Wyoming earlier this year, KOBSports such as skiing, wrestling and stood by hi~ statements, "I still be- TV paid each school $500 as a
baseball do not produce enough re- lieve everything I said last week broadcast fee.
Each regional conference telecast
venue to be self sufficient.
holds true," Hansen said. ''I'm
Burciaga'n ruling, filed in Okla- afraid that eventually very few nets the WAC about $600,000, with
homa last week, states that the teams would be on television, and the home team receiving three
NCAA has violated the Sherman very few schools would retain their shares of the money, the visiting
Antitrust Act. "The right to televise football program."
team two shares, and each other
is the property of those institutions
Hansen explained that "everyone WAC school and the WAC office
parcipating in the games," Burciaga has come to depend on television receiving one share. UNM will rewrote in his decision, "That right revenue from football to pay a large ceive more than $46,000 every time
may be sold or assigned by those part of the athletic department's a WAC game is selected as a regioninstitutions to any entity at their dis- budget. If the NCAA program and al game of the week under the
conference sharing formula is not NCAA plan, whether or not the
cretion.
"Congress has determined that continued, I don't think individual Lobos are involved.
"I'm afraid this ruling, if it
free competition will yield this result schools will continue to contribute
and, therefore, competition shall be to their conference.
stands, would hurt our region and
the rule of commerce in our nation.
"In fact, there was some evidence conference more than others,'' BridBy its decision today, the court gives in the trial that Oklahoma wold take gers said. "We have fewer televieffect to that rule."
the money and run," Hansen said. sion sets and a lower populatioft area
But Tom Hansen, the assistant ex- "They indicated they would drop than other parts of the country, so the
ecutive director of the NCAA, told out of the Big-8 if that was a condi- networks would be more likely to
the Albuquerque Tribune, "The tion of membership."
telecast a game from a high popula·
judge is horribly wrong in his analyUnder the current 4-year contract tion area than one from our confersis of the effects of his ruling, and far with CBS, ABC and cable channel ence."
from creating an open and cmpcti- WTBS, Bridgers said the UNM
Hansen said the NCAA has
tivc market, he will have foreclosed Athletic Department budget has a
almost completed the paper work to
the opportunity for the vast majority projected $300,000 in television
oF the 450 football-playing NCAA rights. Bridgers added that UNM seck a stay of the decision in the lOth
members to appear on television." could receive up to $500,000 if the Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver.
A ruling whether or not to stay the
"Without this carefully balanced Lobos were selected for a regional
decision may come later this week.
plan (of distributing TV revenues broadcast once or twice this year.

•

j'l

Joe Cavaretta

CAUGHT- butthts UNL V receiver didn't get very far thanks to UNM's Ray Hornfeck (11 Jand
Nick Johnson (17}.

i.'
'

I

I

!

Special teams

I

continued from page 10
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Special teams troubling Lobos
George {>. Chavez
The Lobo football team may very
well be off to one of their best seasons ever, as their unblemished 30 record can attest.
And a conference championship
is surely not inconcicvable at this
time if the team can stay healthy and
continue to play with the intensity it
has displayed in the last three games
against Wyoming, Texas Tech, and
Nevada-Las Vegas. But there is
one phase of the game the Lobos
need to work on if they expect to
keep their winning streak alive.
Namely, the kicking game.
The Lobos beat Texas Tech 140 but the score and the result could
have been much different because
Tech had two long punt returns that
came very close to scoring. On one
return, the only Lobo defender
standing between the Raider receiver and the goal line was Lobo punter
Bobby Ferguson who fought off a
block and made a brilliant touchdown - saving tackle. If Tech had
scored the momentum of the game
might have shifted to the Raiders
and UNM might have been 2-!
now.

The game against The UNLV Rebels wasn't as close as the Tech
game. UNM clobbered them 49-·
21 and it looked like the Lobos had
worked on punt coverage during the
week prior to the game. The Rebels
didn't make a long punt return during the game. But they did have two
long kickoff returns which put them
in very good field position.

some personnel changes on the kickoff team.
"We found out we had some
wrong people on the kickoff team
and we're going to make a few
changes to get the right people on
it," Dunn said.

Defensive coordinator, Joe Lee
Dunn said the Lobos have done three
things to improve the kickoff
coverage,

1982
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Intramural Scoreboard

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM
RESULTS
MEN'S TOP 5 IM FOOTBALL POLL
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lambda Chi "A"
California Klde
The Bench
Carllol"
Pink Stul

i

5m IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIDIIIII Jllllllllllllllli IIIIi

3. Alpha Chi Omega
4. Bouncers
5. Pl Beta Phi

Minority
Students:
Planning to take the LSAT?

IM TEAM OF THE WEEK
"Carlkole" of Men'a Flag Football for their victories over
'-the PailtheH" and ..The Merauden'; this past week.

Here's a chance to improve your
test-taking skills

IM PLAYERS OF THE WEEK

'fodd Warner of Sigma Chi for winning lido year's Fnt<m~l·
ty fall Tennlo Tournament.

FREE OF CHARGE!
September 25, 1982
8:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.
UNM Law School
Members of UNM's Law School faculty will review your sample exams, discuss admissions
policies, and explain available financial aid requirements.
Sponsored by
American Indian Law Students Association
Mexican American Law Students Association
Black American Law Students Association
Call ThOmasine at 277-3922 to register.

MANAGER/PARTICIPANTS
MEETING

Archery
Track Meet
Over•the·llne•

I. Outlaws
I. Trl Dells

JOE LEE DUNN

PHONE 277-5151

UPCOMING EVENTS:

WOMEN'S TOP 5 IM FOOTBALL POLL

l&llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiQIIIIIIIIiiiiiiiiiiHIIIitlllllllllllllllllllllllll..
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Jolt Alokonder

KEEPER good for long yardage by quarterback David Osborne
helped the Lobos during their 49-21 rout of Nevada-Las
Vegas.

SoUTHWEST

Deadline - Mon. Oct. 4

Number one:. Pete Parks will have
to kick the ball higher and farther to
allow the coverage enough time to
get downfield to cover the kickoff.
Two: The coverage personnel have
got to stay in their proper lanes so
that there are not any holes for the
return. Three; There are going to be

for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

I

..._DAILY LOBO

CONCEPTIONS

"We've worked on it. And made
the punt t~am run it time and again,' •
Sadler said. "It (punt coverage) was
improved in the UNLV game."

Queen and King
applications
available
in Alumni Office
-·2nd floor SUD

If you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge

~

and find out about
beln.g seen In the

dtfficulty wtth outside containment·
meaning, the receiver had an open~
ing along the sidelines when the
coverage crowded to the middle.

Sadler said the team will take
advantage of this open week of practice to continue work on the kicking
game.

H·omecoming

The Lobos, like any other football
team, cannot play perfectly all the
time. But they cannot afford to make
mistakes in kick coverage against
the likes of Brigham Young or
Hawaii and expect to get away with
it. These teams have very good
offenses.

For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757

call277-5656

Frank Sadler, offensive coordina-

t~r, said th~ punt t~am was having

continued on page 1;1

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?

~

ads
are
seen

Muff Reinert ior her performance •• quarterback of "The
OUtlawa" Women'a Flag Football Team.

(Men'o and Women'• IMo)••
Wednuday, September 22
Wednesday, September 22
Wedneoday, September 22

• Over·the·llne Is a softball game played by3 players with·
In a set boundary.
h AU Men's and Women's entrlu are due at the Manager/
Participants MO!etlng held at 4•15 pm In Room 154, John•
lOR Gym.
(Getaway/Spec:lal Events)
Learn more about thE art of ballooning at thlo year's Bal·
loon Clinic. Clinic entrlu coat $2 per person and arE due
by Thuradap, SeptembEr 30 at 5 pm In thE lr.tramural
· Office. ThE Clinic will be held on Thursday, Septembl!t 30
at 7pm In Room 124, Johnson Gym.
.
(The UNM 500 Mile Running Club)
lt'o otltl not too tat£ to Join thl! UNM 500 Mile Running
Club. The "NEW" Club, 1110noored by the Frontlet alloWII
otudents, faculty and otaffto run With a purpasa. Should a
membenucce..fully run 500 mltu from Auguot23, 1982
to May 4, 1983 (a total of 2 mllea a day), helohe wilt be
awarded a T·ohlrt for hllliher ~c:compllohment. Members
oloo receive a monthly neWIII£tter and tfthl!p eam a T·ohlrt
will receive dlocounto on ooft drlnko al the Fronfl£r. For
more Information and to olgn up come by the Intramural
Office.

1 ---------------~--------- I
1
FREE French Fries
1
I
I
I
I

I
1

with this coupon. and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)

1
I
I

Coupon e•pire• 9·28-82

Frontier Restaurant

..

I
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FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY, $130, beautiful view,
near TV! !lrld UNM. Laundry facilities. Call 2567748. 1313 Wellesley S.E.
9/30
FOR RENT: l bedroom, $160. Beautiful view. Near
TV! and UNM. Laundry facilities, Call 256-7748,
1313 WellesleY S.E!,
9/30
FOR LEASE 675 sq. ft. office space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265·954;1. or evenings
881.3974,
tfn
THE CITADEI..-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 security deposit. Fully
furnislted-security Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising

S. ForSale
FENDER SUPER REVERB $350, o.b.o. Gene277·
3172.
9/24
HOME COMPUTER TRS-80 Modell 161< LVIII.
Carry case many extras, 277·3377.
9/24
KAWASAKI FUEL INJECTION complete 296·
6786, keep trying.
9/28
AIR CONDITIONER 6000 btu's, $125, 296.6786,
keep trying.
9/28
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR. S.~ cu. ft. used only
two months, E!xcellent conditon. 5135 or best offer.
243·6065, Tony,
9/24
10.SPEED BIKE $20.00, Panasonic reel-to-reel $50,
turntable SIS. 256-3098.
9/28
1979 FORD MUSTANG Cobra4-specd, i\C, PS.PB,
AM·FM cassette, sunroof, leather interior, steel
belted radials, turbocharged. $6,500 or best offer.
Call Helen at 867-3657 after S:OO.
9/24
CALCULATOR SALE UNM Bookstore. Tl·30
Scientific calculator regularly $14.00 now $8.95 while
supply lasts.
9/23
1975 HONDA XL350 very good conditon. Depen·
dable transportation. $550, Jerry 2SS·l10S.
9124
FOR SALE AMERICAN Eskimo female. U.K.C,
Reglstered, born 4126/82 has shots, Call 292-6928
after 5:00pm. $125,
9/24
IIP-41CV PLUS WAND, reader, software. New
condition $600, 242·6128 after 3:00pm,
9/24
PEUGEOT 12·SPEED ONE year old, excellent
condition, 5180. 262·0939 evsenings.
9122
1977 VOLKSWAGEN RABBIT, 4D/4sp. Excellent
condition, Practical student vehicle, 255·2904,
evenings.
9/22
MOTORCYCLE BATTERIES. EXCELLENT
10/8
prices. 2S221st NW. 247·3656.

t•ubUslted daily Monday tluough Friday.
Deadline 1 :OOpn1 the day before insertion.
Jlates 17¢ per word per day,
12¢ pet· word per day if run
in flve consecutive issues.
Plaee to bring your ads is Marron Ilall, room 131
(between tJotLrnalisnl and Biology).
Tertus at·e cash in advance.
Hours of operation for Student Publications

at·e 8:00 a.tn. tluough 5:00 p.m.
Mailing your ad, con1plete witl1 check, is fine.
tJust address it to
Daily Lobo
Classlfled Advertising,
UNM Box 20, City, 87131

·------------------------------------------------------------~~· Em~o~~m_e~n_t_______
1. Personals

3. Services

IIAPPY BIRTliDA Y CIIUCK· May the year ahead
be filled with good green! We love you-Maryann and
Francisco.
9/22
Tim liENR\' SJIAPIRO fan club will meet MondayThursday at II :00 In FEC 357. Dring your own
sttnight jacket. Not·Yei·)Jadded room will be SUJI"
plied.
9122
MANARD, IIAPPY B·DA\'1 You're finatly legal so
now you decide. Jlubba say llil Have a good day.
l.ove always Abbey.
9/22
TilE t'AMOUS NED'S 2Scent drink special tonight.
Ned's, 4200Centrnl SE!.
9/22
SASS\' JONES AU. week at Ned's,.4200 Central SE!.
9/24
NANCY, LANCASTER IS cold without you. I love
you bundles, mis$ you herds, and need your warmth.
Hold me soon? Steve.
9128
IIAPP\' IIIRTIIDAY JULIE. Have n good day you
9/22
old geezer. Love, Briau.
BREAK TilE ••AST• Yom Kippur, Monday, September 27, 7pm, nt UNM SUD. Adults $3.50, kids
SI.SO. Reservations-Fran298-7423: 298·22~0. 9127
NICK·SOUNilS GRF.AT, a Carrara's combo pizza·
mmm·l've thought nbout them a lot too, It's a shame
that they're so well known, people from all over the
country now come to eat th" combo pizza, so It It
~eems real crowded, wait tor me on the dcck.•Mary.

PROFESIONAL TYPING BY English MA/Editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers, Editing
available. 256-0916,
9/28
ECONOMICS TUTORING 877-6885.
10/12

9122
FIND Ot.rr WIIAT'S going to happen I Rend
"Rolling Thunder; The Coming Earth Changes" by
J.R. Jochmans. Available at Living Batch,
Brotherhood of Life, and UNM Bookstores.
9/24
UPTOWN DOWNTOWN ALL- Around your town.
lt's"Crosstown" li~e.
9122
PRt:GNANCY TF.STING & couMeling. Phone 247·
m~

~

CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLliTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WF. BOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greeuwich Vill"ge {Lennol1 Styles), gold
nmless. S54.SO (regular S6S.OO). Pay Less Opticians,
~007 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
t'AST, INEXPENSIVE, PJ.EASING. Lowest prices
m town! Two for S5, Four forS7. NearUNM.Come
to 123 WellesleyS.E!., Cornet Silver, orca11265·1323.
tfn
ACC'URATE IN.'ORMAnON ABOUT con·
traccption, sierilizution, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
ttn
•'AT IS A Feminist Issue. Groups forming now, Call
281·1795
9/24

2. Lost & Found
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
( OURt ( ()Sl A{)()ITfONAl
NO (HARLE OR OHliGATION
FOR lNiliAl CONSULTATION
w.... tern ll.lnk bldg./ i42·2b0l

UNFURNISIIED l·BEilROOM APT, South Valley.
Horse facilities. $175/mo. Share utilities. 277-2146 or
873·2065.
9/24
ROOMMATE, IIOUSE IN heights, with two others.
$165 Includes bills. Neat, quiet person wanted. John
293·5042.
9/24
J BEDROOM IIOUSE$365 p/mo. Walking distance
from UNM. Fenced yard storage shed. CA11256-7210
after 5:00,
9/22
DELUXE ONE BEDROOM apts. Two blocks for
UNM VarsitY house and Kachina house, 141
Columbia S.E. 268·0525,
9/30
HOUSEMATE WANTED, MATURE student to

GUITAR LESSONS. ALI. styles. 21 years teaching.
John Mitche11268·0496.
lOIS
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses,
Dissertations, Term papers Resumes, Oraphlcs. 831·
3181.
9124

I BABYSIT IN my home, Reasonable rates, 268·
6378
9124
•
share 3 Br, 2 bath house, study room, yard, pets OK,
TYPERIGIIT·PROi'ESSIONAL TYPING service. near UNM. $150/mo. plus 'll utilities, Call266-9976,
265·5203.
9/23 277-3915.
9/22
TYPING241·7576,
10/12
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E. I
I
265·33ts.
trn

i-------------.... --.
I \Vlwn You \Vant The

Hest' I

COLOR PI.C'fURES
1
~t 1 Chroma-Color Labs

TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto
Kmko/Pronto; TLC at no extra charge. We will ed1t,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy I
Fhwst Custom Photo
Hall.
tfn
il1 Alhuqtt<'l'C(IIP
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS-Tramway area. 85 I~
cents/page. 299·1355,
12/13

1

1

h

tr..J

.

Lab

1

I

t

r .. L..

TYPIST·TE. RM. PAPERS 75 cents, Resumes. 299·
gg?Q,
9/30
TYPIST. ON CAMPUS. Sense of hUmor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
9/30

1
1

TREE TRIMMING SERVICE & removal call Bill
266-4425,2554586.
9124

l..lll6 Lomas NE
266-0261
I
10% OFF
1
ttJl Sl.'t'\'iCl'S wit.h thh .a.d ••. .
1

JI!

TYPING DONE FAST accurate, reasonable, 294·
3127.
10/8

•·

•

I

I
I

fOmQ IJUIOf' IIUW

---------·

·----------~---:-

4. Housing
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share 2·bedroom
apartment close to UNM. $115 month plus V.
electricity. Great deal. 243-2413 after 1:00pm. 9/22
ROOMMATE, lBDRM APT. on campus. 1809 Las
9/28
Lomas. $130 plus V. utilities. 242·5573.
MAN WANTED TO share home with teacher, 52,
NE Heights, $75 month, help around house, share
9/24
utilities, meals, Should like dogs. 296-1268.
APARTMENT: 1 BDRM, L/R, Fireplace, Kitchen,
bath, 313 Harvard in rear $190/mo. Chuck Dornback
881·9700 or Bob 294-043S.
9/27
MODERN TOWNIIOUSE APT.; 2 bedroom, all
electric kltchcm new carpets and paint. 3911 Silver
s.E. $275/mo. 293-5602.
9/27
CONSIIlERATE MALE STUDENT to share house,
No drugs. 5175 includes utilities. D.O. Furnished.
268·6617.
10/4

(next to Lobo campue Pharmacy)

WINE COOLERS
50¢ each
with any putchue
after good Today and Thuraday

TIIREE B.R. IIOUSE for lease one block from • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,
campus N.ll.. Fireplaee, W/d, dishwasher, basement,
garage. $450/mo. 344·2082 eve's. Responsible
tenantsonly.
9/22

I Gameworld •••
1

C::overed
Wllrago.n

I1
1
..__ _o_L_o_ro_w
.....N_.- - - · . I
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

New Game

ss.oo

SPECIAL

26 Games for $5.00
·--------:~:::=!"---1 1 30 Games to Play
1
•· .- · ·-~· ·11~
11
Gameworld
II
II
\~~r,;£~(_1Lr:t:.._,
I I Across From UNM

I

1

~~~"IB

2

sll~e·s· ot Chee~~vPI~
& A Large Soft Drink
. $1.65 .

I

I

II
1I

1
I
with coupon today 9/22
1
a127 Harvard SE. '·~ bk. s. ol Central 1• 1.

~--------------

KANSAS
TICKETS
on SaIe N. ow.,
.
.

I

I
I

1

I1
1
I
1

I

I
I

I
I

1

------------

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE In the Dally Lobo,

ACROSS
1 Some RRs
4 Glutted
9 Recesses
14 Prune
15 Century plant
16 Needle
17 Zealous
19 Mandate
20 Radio, TV,
press, etc.
21 Verse
22 Halfway
23 Food fish
24 Other side
26 Stela
29 Quantity
31 Cagers' gp.
32 Blood: Pref
33 Dairy Item
36 Hardy
heroine
38Razz
39 Breadwinners
41 Argument
43 California's
Big44 Preoccupied
46 Joins
47 Spin like -

50 Oklahoma
town
51 Western city
52 Guzzle
54 Old auto
58 Sprite
60 Finial
61 Confuse
62 Sore as 64 Wind-driven
boat:
2words
66 Animal
67-France
68 Pick
69 Alleviated
70 Aves
71 Civil War
side: Abbr.
DOWN
1 Oleoresin
2 Romanced
3 Digger
4 Legend
5 Mature
6 Pincer
7 Plain
8 Time of year
9 Particle
10 Disappear
11 Rider's
pouch

tfn

8. MisceUaneous
ADORABLE FREE KITTENS Siamese mix, 2 males
and2 females. 255-4373.
9/22
CONCINNITY·A IIARMONY of parts, Drawings
by Babette Baker, Fiber Sculpture by Anita Hudlin
Brashear, Poetry by Leslie Donovan, Music by Scott
Jones. E!xhibit through Sep!. 24 in theASA Gallery.
9/24
BALLOONS! BALLOONS! GIVE that ~omeone
special a "Big Lift", Helium Balloon Bouquets for all
occasions-Birthdays, Anniversaries, Get well, New
Baby, or just because"lloveyou",298-S411. 10/1

9. Las N oticias
MEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZA.nON? Advertise
in Las Noticias.
tfn
'81 C,E,P. STUDENTS contact session person. ht,
Mike Vigil, 4171. 2nd, Wayne Brockwell, 3377. 3rd,
Kevin ''Skylar" Rogers, 5487, 4th John "Skeeter"
Trujillo, 4975.
9/24
FREE ANGER MANAGEMENT Seminar Thursday
9·23 at 7:30pm in the Kiva,
9/23
SUB NOONTIME CORNER Act presents The New
Mexico Marimba Band, Sept 22nd 12noon·lpm.
Southside of New Mexico Union.
9/22
ZA.H TO SPEAK on Indian Student Issues, Sept, 24.
6:30..8:30, UNM Law Center. Food. Entertainment.
Voter Reslstration. Public invited,
9124
MANDANTORY PSI CHI meeting this Wednesday
12:00 in Psychology Library.
9/22
YOUR CIIANCE OF a lifetime. Ride in hot air
balloon during Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta, Oct 4-8.
$25 ea. (714) 565·7025.
9/24
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION 2nd
meeting: Wednesday, Sept. 22, 7:00pm in Ortega Hall
room 327. Program: Hal Norris from University
Heights Hospital "Marketing a Service". Everyone
welcome!.
·
9/22
GA\' AND LESBIAN student union: Russel Gray,
J.D. will speak on lesbian/gay politics, Wednesday
22nd, 7:30pm,SUB 231 A·B.
9/22

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

49 Household
god

HARRY'S PLACE

1

WANTED; TELEPHONE SOLICITORS for Solar
Company. Make $150/wk for 13 hours a week. Call
266-7911.
9/24

PART·TIME JOB 11fternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
9/24
LOOKING FOR A job with perfect hour~? Let us
train you to be a professional Bartend~r. Inter·
national Academy of Bartending 5600-B McLeod
NE. Phone 243·9358 24 hrs. Hurry classes formin~
now!.
9/24

SATURDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

12 Ethnic suffix
13 Indian weight
18 Kind of hut
24 Gem
25 Muslim veil
27 Love, in Lido
28 Fools
30 Exploiter
33 Mr. Romero
34 Terre 35 Wrong
37 Petitioned
40 Meat cut
42 Cow country
symbols

45 Libyan city
48 Genteel
53 Saltpeter
55 For this
purpose:
2 words
56 Bungles
57 Numeric
prefix
59 Absconded
61 Zeus' son
62 Actor Vigoda
63 Undergarment
65 Uncommon

